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Key aspects of refinement 

Crystallographic refinement is the process by 
which an initial structural model is modified to 
produce an updated model that is more 
consistent with the experimental data and 
known (bio)chemistry.  
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Updated model…what does that mean? 

Atoms are added/removed 
Atoms are moved  
ADPs change their values 
Occupancies can also change  

Refinement is an iterative 
process which is generally  
terminated by the user.  
Phil Evans introduced the 
concept of refinement at tedium 
(until one is too bored to continue..)   
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phenix.refine GUI 



t(xyz)= V
1 (2m Fobs (hkl) - D Fcalc (hkl)

hkl

/ )exp[- 2ri(hx + ky + lz) + i{calc (hkl)]

t(xyz)= V
1 (m Fobs (hkl) - D Fcalc (hkl)

hkl

/ )exp[- 2ri(hx + ky + lz) + i{calc (hkl)]

Real space refinement 
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Note about structure factors calculation 
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Model parameters or how we parameterize the crystal content 

Crystal (unit cell) 

Non-atomic model parameters (Bulk solvent, anisotropy, twinning) 

-  Macromolecular crystals contain ~20-80% of solvent (mostly disordered) 

-  Crystal-specific: description of anisotropy or twinning 

Atomic model parameters 



Non-atomic model (Bulk solvent and anisotropy) 
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Anisotropy Bulk-solvent contribution 

UCRYSTAL is 3x3 symmetric anisotropy scale matrix with 6 refinable parameters: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-  symmetry constraints apply 
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Crystal System Restrictions on U 

Triclinic 
1-2  

None 

Monoclinic 
3-15 

U13=U23=0 when β=α=90˚ 
U12=U23=0 when γ=α=90˚ 
U12=U13=0 when γ=β=90˚ 

Orthorhombic 
16-74 

U12=U13=U23=0 

Tetragonal 
75-142 

U11=U22 and U12=U13=U23=0 

Rhombohedral 
(trigonal) 
143-167 

U11=U22=U33 and U12=U13=U23 

Hexagonal 
168-194 

U11=U22 and U13=U23=0 

Cubic 
195-230 

U11=U22=U33 and U12=U13=U23=0 (=isotropic) 

•  Total model structure factor used in refinement, R-factor and map calculation: 



[Steiner et al., (2001)] 



Flat Bulk Solvent model (currently best available and most popular model): 

-  Electron density in solvent regions is flat with some average value kSOL (e/Å3) 

-  Solvent mask: a binary function: 0 in Macromolecular and 1 in Solvent region 

-  FMASK are structure factors calculated from Bulk solvent mask 

-  Contribution to the model structure factor: 

-  BSOL is another bulk solvent parameter defining “how deeply bulk solvent 
penetrates into a macromolecular region” 

Model parameters – Bulk solvent and anisotropy 

Macromolecule region 

 

Solvent region 
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Non-atomic model parameters: Twinning 



Atomic model parameters 

Atomic model parameters 

-  Position (coordinates) 

-  Local mobility (ADP; Atomic Displacement Parameters or B-factors): 

Diffraction data represents time- and space-averaged images of the crystal 
structure: time-averaged because atoms are in continuous thermal motions 
around mean positions, and space-averaged because there are often small 
differences between symmetry copies of the asymmetric unit in a crystal. 
ADP is to model the small dynamic displacements as isotropic or anisotropic 
harmonic displacements.  

-  Larger-scale disorder (occupancies) 

Larger displacements (beyond harmonic approximation) can be modeled 
using occupancies (“alternative conformations/locations”).  

ATOM     25  CA  PRO A   4      31.309  29.489  26.044  1.00 57.79     C 
ANISOU   25  CA  PRO A   4     8443   7405   6110   2093    -24    -80 C 

Position 

Local mobility (small harmonic vibration) 

Larger-scale disorder 
Example of a PDB atom descriptors: 



Data quality (resolution, completeness) defines how detailed the model is  

High            Resolution          Low 

    0.7Å             2Å                        3Å                                6.0Å 

Model parametrization should match data quality (mostly resolution) 
  



Data quality (resolution, completeness) defines how detailed the model is  

2Å                  6.0Å 

High            Resolution          Low 



Model parameterization: coordinates 

Constrained rigid bodies (torsion 
angle parameterization) 

Individual atoms Rigid body 

6 * Ngroups 3 * Natoms / (7 …10) 3 * Natoms 

High            Resolution          Low 



Atomic Displacement Parameters (ADP or “B-factors”) 



Atomic Displacement Parameters (ADP or “B-factors”) 

ULOCAL UGROUP UCRYST 

isotropic anisotropic 

UTOTAL 

UTLS ULIB USUBGROUP 

Total ADP: UTOTAL = UCRYST + UGROUP + ULOCAL 

crystal 
molecule 

domain 
residue 

atom 

§  Hierarchy of atomic displacements 



Atomic Displacement Parameters (ADP or “B-factors”) 

ULOCAL UGROUP UCRYST 

isotropic anisotropic 

UTOTAL 

UTLS ULIB USUBGROUP 

§  Total ADP  UTOTAL = UCRYST + UGROUP + ULOCAL 

§  UCRYST – lattice vibrations; accounted for by overall anisotropic scale (6 
parameters). 
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§  T describes anisotropic translational displacement (units: Å2).  

§  L describes rotational displacement (libration) of the rigid group (units: rad2).  

§  S describes the correlation between the rotation and translation of a rigid body that 
undergoes rotation about three orthogonal axes that do not intersect at a common 
point.  

§  A is anti-symmetric tensor; a function of atomic coordinates and TLS origin. 

Atomic Displacement Parameters: TLS 

ULOCAL UGROUP UCRYST 

isotropic anisotropic 

UTOTAL 

UTLS ULIB USUBGROUP 

§  Total ADP  UTOTAL = UCRYST + UGROUP + ULOCAL 
UTLS – rigid body collective 

displacements of whole molecules, 
domains, secondary structure 

elements.  

UTLS = T + ALAt + AS + StAt  

(20 TLS parameters per group); T, 
L and S are 3x3 tensors. T and L 

are symmetric, S is not.  

[Schomaker & Trueblood (1968) On the rigid-body motion of molecules in crystals Acta Cryst. B24, 63-76]  





Rigid-body motion 

General displacement of a rigid-body 
point can be described as a rotation 
along an axis passing through a fixed 
point together with a translation of 
that fixed point. 

u = t + Dr 
 

for small librations 

u ≈ t + λ × r 

D = rotation matrix 
λ = vector along the rotation axis  of 

  magnitude equal to the angle of  
  rotation 



TLS parameters 

Dyad product: 

uuT = ttT + tλT × rT – r×λtT – r × λλT × rT 

 
ADPs are the time and space average 

 
UTLS = 〈uuT〉  =  T + ST × rT – r × S – r ×L × rT 

 

T = 〈ttT〉  
L = 〈λλT〉  
S = 〈λtT〉

6 parameters, TRANSLATION 
6 parameters, LIBRATION 
8 parameters, SCREW-ROTATION 
 



Choice of TLS groups and resolution 

Resolution is not a problem. There are only 20 more 
parameters per TLS group 

phenix.refine also offers a TLS selection routine 



§  ULOCAL – local vibration of individual atoms.  

-  Depending on data amount and quality, it can be less precise (isotropic) or more 
precise (anisotropic).  

-  These vibrations are expected to be very small due to assumption of rigidity of 
interatomic bonds (vibrating atoms cannot stretch the bond much). 

Atomic Displacement Parameters (ADP or “B-factors”) 

ULOCAL UGROUP UCRYST 

isotropic anisotropic 

UTOTAL 

UTLS ULIB USUBGROUP 

§  Total ADP  UTOTAL = UCRYST + UGROUP + ULOCAL 



Contributions to equivalent isotropic Bs 

[Howlin, B. & al. 
(1993) TLSANL: 
TLS parameter-
analysis program 
for segmented 
anisotropic 
refinement of 
macromolecular 
structures, J. 
Appl. Cryst. 26, 
622-624] 



Contribution to equivalent isotropic Bs 



Occupancy: large-scale disorder that cannot be modeled with harmonic model (ADP) 

§  We may refine occupancy because sometimes a region of the molecules may have 
several distinct conformations.  

§  Refining occupancies provides estimates of the frequency of alternative 
conformations. 

ATOM      1  N  AARG A 192      -5.782  17.932  11.414  0.72  8.38      N 
ATOM      2  CA AARG A 192      -6.979  17.425  10.929  0.72 10.12      C 
ATOM      3  C  AARG A 192      -6.762  16.088  10.271  0.72  7.90      C 
ATOM      7  N  BARG A 192     -11.719  17.007   9.061  0.28  9.89      N 
ATOM      8  CA BARG A 192     -10.495  17.679   9.569  0.28 11.66      C 
ATOM      9  C  BARG A 192      -9.259  17.590   8.718  0.28 12.76      C 

§  Occupancy is the fraction of molecules in the crystal in which a 
given atom occupies the position specified in the model.  

§  If all molecules in the crystal are identical, then occupancies for 
all atoms are 1.00.  
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Refinement target function 

§  Structure refinement is a process of changing a model parameters in order to 
optimize a goal (target) function: 

T = F(Experimental data, Model parameters, A priori knowledge) 

-  Experimental data – a set of diffraction amplitudes Fobs (and phases, if 
available). 

-  Model parameters: coordinates, ADPs, occupancies, bulk-solvent, … 
-  A priori knowledge (restraints or constraints) – additional information that may 

be introduced to compensate for the insufficiency of experimental data (finite 
resolution, poor data-to-parameters ratio) 

§  Typically: T = TDATA + w*TRESTRAINTS 

-  TDATA relates model to experimental data 
-  TRESTRAINTS  represents a priori knowledge  
-  w is a weight to balance the relative contribution of TDATA and TRESTRAINTS 



High            Resolution          Low 

    0.7Å             2Å                        3Å                                6.0Å 



Least-squares  
crystallographic function f = Σ w(h)(|Fo| – |Fc|)2 

h 

2.0 Å resolution 
2500 non-H atoms (325 aa)  

22000 reflections 

x,y,z,isoADPs param  obs/var ratio = 2.2 
 
 
x,y,z,anisoADPs param  obs/var ratio = 0.9777 

Observations/Variables ratio 

NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION !!! 



Least-squares  
crystallographic function f = Σ w(h)(|Fo| – |Fc|)2 

h 
+ 

  
Restraint functions 
 
Bond lengths 
Angles 
... 

Σ w(b)(Bo – Bc)2 
b 

[Waser, J. (1963), Least-squares refinement with subsidiary conditions, Acta Cryst. 16, 
1091-1094] 
[Konnert, J. (1976), A restrained-parameter structure-factor least-squares refinement 
procedure for large asymmetric units, Acta Cryst. A32, 614-617] 
 

Σ w(a)(Ao – Ac)2 
a 

+ 

+ 

Σ ..... 

Restraints 



Restraints are always needed 



R and Rfree statistics 

f = Σ w(h)(|Fo| – |Fc|)2 



Least-squares  
crystallographic function f = Σ w(h)(|Fo| – |Fc|)2 

h 

Assumption 
The distribution of amplitudes is Gaussian with completely 
known variances 
 
The above assumption can be considered reasonable only at the 
very final stages of refinement 

Problems with LS 



[McCoy, A.J. (2004) Liking likelihood, Acta Cryst. D60, 2169-2183]  
 

P(Fo;Fc) 
2D Gaussian 

P(|Fo|;|Fc|) Integrating over the 
 
nuisance variable φ 

Rice distribution 



Bayesian approach 

The best model is the one which has the highest 
probability given a set of observations and a 
certain prior knowledge.  
 
 

Bayes’ theorem 
 

 P(M;O) = P(M)P(O;M)/P(O) 



Application of Bayes’ theorem 

Screening for disease D. 
 
On average 1 person in 5000 dies because of D. P(D)=0.0002 
Let P be the event of a positive test for D. 
P(P;D)=0.9, i.e. 90% of the times the screening identifies the 

disease. 
P(P;not D)=0.005 (5 in 1000 persons) false positives. 
 
What is the probability of having the disease if the test says it is 

positive? 
 
P(D;P)=P(D)P(P;D)/P(P) 
P(P)=P(P;D)P(D)+P(P;not D)P(not D) = (0.9)(0.0002)+(0.005)

(1-0.0002)=0.005179 
P(D;P)=(0.0002)(0.9)/(0.005179)=0.0348 
Less than 3.5% of persons diagnosed to have the disease actually 

have it. 
  



The best model is the most consistent with the data  

Statistically this can be expressed by the likelihood 
L(O,M) 

= P(M)L(O;M) 
L(O;M) 

max P(M;O) ⇔ min -logP(M;O) = min [-logP(M) -logL(O;M)] 

[Probability Theory: The Logic of Science by E.T.Jaynes; http://bayes.wustl.edu] 
[Bricogne, G. & al. (1997), Methods in Enzymology. 276] 
[Murshudov, G.N. & al. (1997), Refinement of macromolecular structures by the maximum-
likelihood method, Acta Cryst. D53, 240-255] 

P(M;O) = P(M)P(O;M)/P(O) 
 Bayes’ theorem 

Maximum likelihood and the Bayesian view 



Prior knowledge contibutions and observations  
are assumed to be independent (this is a limitation) 

P(M) = ∏Pj(M)    
R 

L(O;M) = ∏Li(O;M)    
N 

⇒ 

⇒ 

-logP(M) = -ΣlogPj(M) 
R 

-logL(O;M) = -ΣlogLi(O;M) 
N 

max P(M;O) ⇔ min -logP(M;O) = min [-logP(M) -logL(O;M)] 

Independence 



Target function 

§  Least-Squares (reciprocal space) 

T = TDATA(FOBS,FMODEL )+wTRESTRAINTS
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§  Maximum-Likelihood (reciprocal space; much better option for macromolecules) 
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-  Widely used in small molecule crystallography 
-  Used in macromolecular crystallography in the past 

A function that relates model parameters to experimental data. Typically looks like this: 



Target function 

•  Maximum-Likelihood (reciprocal space; option of choice for macromolecules) 
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•  α and β account for model imperfection: 
-  α is proportional to the error in atomic parameters and square of overall scale 

factor; 
-  β is proportional to the amount of missing (unmodelled) atoms. 

•  α and β are estimated using test reflections by minimization of ML function w.r.t. α 
and β in each relatively thin resolution bin where α and β can be assumed constant. 

-  This is why ML-bases refinement requires test set reflections(*) that should be 
defined sensibly:  
o  Each resolution bin should contain at least 50 randomly distributed test 

reflections. 

(*) Test reflections – a fraction of reflections (5-10%) put aside for cross-validation. 



TDATA: Least-Squares vs Maximum-Likelihood 

§  Why Maximum-Likelihood target is better than Least-Squares (in a 
nutshell): 

- ML accounts for model incompleteness (missing, unmodeled atoms) while 
LS doesn’t; 

- ML automatically downweights the terms corresponding to reflections with 
the poor fit (poorly measured inaccurate FOBS, high resolution reflections at 
the beginning of refinement, etc.)  

§  R-factors in LS and ML refinement: 

-  R-factor is expected to decrease during LS based refinement, since the LS 
target and R-factor formula are very similar: 

-  In ML based refinement the R-factor may eventually decrease (and this is 
what typically happens in practice) but this is not implied by the ML target 
function € 

R =
FOBS − FMODEL∑

FMODEL∑

€ 

LS = FOBS − FMODEL( )2

s
∑  



[Pannu, N.S. & Read, R.J. (1996), Improved structure refinement through 
maximum-likelihood , Acta Cryst. A52, 659-668] 

LS vs ML 



Summary objective function 

 

•  ML target functions are typically superior to LS target 
functions 

•  There are limitations in current ML implementations 

•  LS is acceptable when the model is complete (SHELXL 
uses LS with direct summation – no FFT) 



Key aspects of refinement 

•  Objective function  

•  Method of optimization 

•  Model parametrization 

•  Prior knowledge 



Restraints in refinement of individual coordinates 
Fourier images at different data resolution: 

§  At lower resolution the electron density is not informative enough to keep the 
molecule geometry sensible 

§  Therefore there is a need to bring in some additional a priori knowledge that we 
may have about the molecules in order to keep the geometry … 

§  This knowledge is typically expressed either as an additional term to the refinement 
target (restraints term): 

ETOTAL = w *EDATA + ERESTRAINTS  

or strict requirement that the model parameter must exactly match the prescribed 
value and never change during refinement (constraints). 

1Å     2Å        3Å 



Restraints in refinement of individual coordinates 

§  A priori chemical knowledge (restraints) is introduced to keep the model 
chemically correct while fitting it to the experimental data at lower resolution 
(less resolution, stronger the weight W):  

ETOTAL = w *EDATA + ERESTRAINTS  

 ERESTRAINTS = EBOND+EANGLE+EDIHEDRAL+EPLANARITY+ENONBONDED+ECHIRALITY +    

       ENCS+ERAMACHANDRAN+EREFERENCE+… 

§  Higher resolution – less restraints contribution (can be completely 
unrestrained for well ordered parts at subatomic resolution). 

§  Typically, each term in ERESTRAINTS is a harmonic (quadratic) function:          
E = Σ weight * (Xmodel - Xideal)2 

§  weight = 1/σ(X)2 is the inverse variance, in least-squares methods (e.g. 0.02 
Å for a bond length) 

§  Making σ(X) too small is NOT equivalent to constraints, but will make 
weight infinitely large, which in turn will stall the refinement. 



●  Bond distances: 

 E = Σbonds weight * (dmodel - dideal)2 

●  Bond angles: 

 E = Σangles weight * (αmodel - αideal)2 

 
Alternatively, one can restrain1-3 
distances: 

 E = Σ1-3-pairs weight * (dmodel - dideal)2 

dmodel dideal 

Ε 

A

B C

α 

Restraints: bonds and angles 

(1) 

(2) (3) 



●  Dihedral or torsion angle is defined by 4 sequential bonded atoms 1-2-3-4 

–  Dihedral = angle between the planes 123 and 234 
–  Torsion = looking at the projection along bond B-C, the angle over which 

one has to rotate A to bring it on top of D (clockwise = positive) 

Restraints: dihedral (torsion) angles 

•  Three possible ways to restraining dihedrals: 
–  E = Σdihedrals weight * (χideal - χmodel)2 (if only one target value for the dihedral) 
–  E = Σdihedrals weight * (1 + cos (n χmodel + χshift)) (n = periodicity) 
–  E = Σ1-4-pairs weight * (dmodel - dideal)2 

(sign ambiguity unless χ = 0˚ or 180˚, i.e. both χ and -χ give rise to the same 
1-4 distances) 



●  A chiral molecule has a non-superposable mirror image 

●  Chirality restraints (example: for Cα atoms) defined through chiral volume: 
 
V = (rN-rCA) • [(rC-rCA) x (rCB-rCA)] 
 
sign depends on handedness (VD = -VL) 
 
E = Σchiral weight * (Vmodel - Videal)2 

Restraints: chirality 

•  Alternatively, chirality restraints can be 
defined by an “improper torsion” 
(“improper”, because it is not a torsion 
around a chemical bond) 
 
Example: for Cα: torsion (Cα-N-C-Cβ) = 
+35˚ for L-aa, -35˚ for D-aa 
 
 E = Σchiral weight * (χideal - χmodel)2 



●  Planarity (double bonds, aromatic rings): 

–  Identify a set of atoms that has to be in plane, and then for each set, 
minimise sum of distances to the best-fitting plane through the atoms 
 
E = Σplanes Σatoms_in_plaine weight * (m•r - d)2 

–  Restrain the distances of all atoms in the plane to a dummy atom that lies 
removed from the plane 

–  Define a set of (“fixed”, “non-conformational”) dihedral angles (or improper 
torsions) with target values of 0˚ or 180˚: 

Restraints: planarity 

CB CG

CD1 CE1

OH
CZ

(CB-CG-CD1-CE1) = 180
(CG-CD1-CE1-CZ) = 0
(CD1-CE1-CZ-OH) = 180
(CD1-CE1-CZ-CE2) = 0
(CE1-CZ-CE2-CD2) = 0
(CZ-CE2-CD2-CG) = 0
(CE2-CD2-CG-CD1) = 0
(CD2-CG-CD1-CE1) = 0



Restraints: non-bonded 



●  Libraries (for example, Engh & Huber) created out of small molecules 
that are typically determined at much higher resolution, use of 
alternative physical methods (spectroscopies, etc). 

●  Analysis of macromolecular structures solved at ultra-high resolution 

●  Pure conformational considerations (Ramachandran plot), tabulated 
secondary structure parameters 

●  QM (quantum-chemical) calculations 

Sources of target (“ideal”) values for constraints and restraints 



§  … therefore one needs to bring in more information in order to assure the 
overall correctness of the model: 

-  Reference model 
-  Secondary structure restraints 
-  Ramachandran restraints 
-  NCS restraints/constraints 

Specific restraints for refinement at low and very low resolution 
•  At low(ish) resolution the electron density map is not informative enough and a set 

of local restraints are insufficient to maintain known higher order structure 
(secondary structure), and the amount of data is too small compared to refinable 
model parameters … 



•  Reference model: 
-  If you are lucky, there may be a higher resolution structure available that 

is similar to low resolution structure  
-  Use higher resolution information to direct low-resolution refinement 

Specific restraints for refinement at low and very low resolution 

1GTX: 3.0 Å

1OHV:  2.3 Å

superposed 

•  Reference point restraint for isolated atoms (water / ions): sometime density 
peak may not be strong enough to keep an atom in place (due to low 
resolution or low site occupancy, for example), so it can drift away from it. 
Use harmonic restraint to peak position. 



•  Secondary structure restraints 
-  H-bond restraints for alpha helices, beta sheets, RNA/DNA base pairs 
-  This requires correct annotation of secondary structure elements: 

o  It can be done automatically using programs like DSSP / KSDSSP 
o  Or… manually….or with ProSMART 

Specific restraints for refinement at low and very low resolution 



●  Ramachandran restraints 

–  steer outliers towards favored region 

–  should only be used at low resolution 

–  should never be used at higher resolution, since it is one of the few precious 
validation tools (sometimes compare to “real-space analog of Rfree”) 

Specific restraints for refinement at low and very low resolution 

General case

φ

ψ . 
Outlier 

Needs to be steered 
towards one of the 

allowed regions 



●  NCS (non-crystallographic symmetry) restraints/constraints 
–  Multiple copies of a molecule/domain in the asymmetric unit that are 

assumed to have similar conformations (and sometimes B-factors) 
–  Restrain positional deviations from the average structure 

 E = Σatoms weight * ΣNCS |r - <r>|2 
–  Different weights for different parts of the model possible 

Specific restraints for refinement at low and very low resolution: NCS 



NCS restraints and B-factors 

ULOCAL UGROUP UCRYST 

isotropic anisotropic 

UTOTAL 

UTLS ULIB USUBGROUP 

Total ADP: UTOTAL = UCRYST + UGROUP + ULOCAL 

•  NCS (non-crystallographic symmetry) restraints/constraints 
–  Similarly for B-factors: E = Σatoms weight * ΣNCS (B - <B>)2 

o In case when TLS is used, the NCS is applied to ULOCAL 



Bs from NCS related chains 



●  Potential problem when using position-based NCS restraints: 

–  Restraining whole will introduce substantial errors (hinge does not obey NCS) 

Specific restraints for refinement at low and very low resolution: NCS 

•  Solution: 
–  Need to use finer-grained NCS groups (in this example treat each domain 

separately), OR 
–  Instead of restraining atomic positions, restrain the orientation of atom with 

respect to its neighbours è construct restraint target in torsion angle space. 



Ramachandran, secondary structure and NCS restraints: when to use ? 

•  Ramachandran and secondary structure restraints should be used only at 
very low resolution(*), when you essentially should use it to assure 
correctness of your structure (~3-3.5A or even lower, depends on data and 
model quality) 

•  NCS restrains: 
–  Unlike Ramachandran and secondary-structure, NCS restraints should 

be used at higher resolution (2A and lower) 
-  Some big crystallography names state that NCS should always be used 

in refinement (if available) 
o This is not quite true: at higher resolution, say lower than 2A, using 

NCS may rather harm then help, because it may wipe out the naturally 
occurring differences between NCS-related copies visible at that 
resolutions 

-  Suggestion: simply try refining with and without NCS restraints and see 
what works better – this is the most robust way to find out! 

 (*) Urzhumtsev, A., Afonine, P.V. & Adams P.D. (2009). On the use of 
logarithmic scales for analysis of diffraction data. Acta Cryst. D65, 1283-1291. 



Restraints in refinement of individual isotropic ADP 

Restraints 

Refinement of isotropic ADP  

•  Similarity restraints: E = Σall pairs of bonded atoms weight * (Bi - Bj)2 

•  Knowledge-based restraints: E = Σall pairs of bonded atoms weight * (|Bi – Bj| -Δij)2 
where Δij comes from a library of values collected from well-trusted 
structures for given type of atoms. 

ETOTAL = w *EDATA + ERESTRAINTS 



Restraints in refinement of individual isotropic ADP 
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•  A better way of defining restraints for isotropic ADPs is based on the following facts: 
-  A bond is almost rigid, therefore the ADPs of bonded atoms are similar (Hirshfeld, 

1976); 
-  ADPs of spatially close (non-bonded) atoms are similar (Schneider, 1996); 
-  The difference between the ADPs of bonded atoms, is related to the absolute values of 

ADPs. Atoms with higher ADPs can have larger differences (Ian Tickle, CCP4 BB, 
March 14, 2003).  

ETOTAL = w *EDATA + ERESTRAINTS 

•  Distance power, average power and sphere radius are some empirical parameters 



Cα 

Cβ 

Rigid-body libration around 
Cα-Cβ bond vector, UGROUP 

Small local atomic 
vibrations, ULOCAL 

Resulting isotropic 
equivalent, UTOTAL 

Restraints in refinement of individual ADP 

§  A nuance about using similarity restraints 

-  Total ADP is: UTOTAL = UCRYST + UGROUP + ULOCAL 
-  Similarity restraints should be applied to ULOCAL 

-  Applying it to UTOTAL is much less justified 



Example of constraints 

-  Rigid body refinement: mutual positions of atoms within a rigid groups are forced to 
remain the same, while the rigid group can move as a whole. 6 refinable parameters per 
rigid group (3 translations + 3 rotations). 

-  Constrained rigid groups: torsion angle parameterization. Reduction of refinable 
parameters by a factor between 7 and 10. 

-  Occupancies of atoms in alternative conformations: occupancies of alternate conformers 
must add up to 1. 

-  Group ADP refinement: mutual distribution of all B-factors within the group must remain 
the same. One refinable B-factor per group. 

-  Constrained NCS refinement: a number of N NCS related molecules or domains are 
assumed to be identical. Reduction of refinable parameters by a factor N. 

-  Do not confuse restraints and constraints 

Constraints: model property = ideal value 

Restraints: model property ~ ideal value 



Constraints in occupancy refinement 

§  Refining occupancies of alternative conformations we apply two constraints: 

-  Occupancies of atoms within each conformer must be equal 

-  Sum of occupancies for each set of matching atoms taken over all conformers 
must add to 1. Ideally, it should be less than or equal to 1, since we may not be 
including all existing conformers; however inequality constraints are very hard 
to handle in refinement. 

ATOM      1  N  AARG A 192      -5.782  17.932  11.414  0.72  8.38      N 
ATOM      2  CA AARG A 192      -6.979  17.425  10.929  0.72 10.12      C 
ATOM      3  C  AARG A 192      -6.762  16.088  10.271  0.72  7.90      C 
ATOM      7  N  BARG A 192     -11.719  17.007   9.061  0.28  9.89      N 
ATOM      8  CA BARG A 192     -10.495  17.679   9.569  0.28 11.66      C 
ATOM      9  C  BARG A 192      -9.259  17.590   8.718  0.28 12.76      C 

§  As it stands, occupancy refinement is always a constrained 
refinement… 

§  When we do not refine occupancy we essentially constrain its 
value to whatever value comes from input model (typically 1) 



Refinement target weight (MORE DETAILS) 

§  Refinement target ETOTAL = w *EDATA + ERESTRAINTS 

-  the weight w is determined automatically 
-  in most of cases the automatic choice is good 

 
§  If automatic choice is not optimal there are two possible refinement outcomes: 

-  structure is over-refined: Rfree-Rwork is too large. This means the weight w 
is too small making the contribution of EDATA too large. 

- weight w is too large making the contribution of restraints too strong. This 
results increase of Rfree and/or Rwork. 

- A possible approach to address this problem is to perform a grid search over 
an array of w values and choose the one w that gives the best Rfree and 
Rfree-Rwork. 

§  A random component is involved in w calculation. Therefore an ensemble of 
identical refinement runs each done using different random seed will result in 
slightly different structures. The R-factor spread depends on resolution and 
may be as large as 1…2%. 



Dictionary 

 
 
The use of prior knowledge requires its organised storage. 
 



atoms

bonds

angles
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planes

tree

list of monomers

bonds
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atoms
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list of modifications

types
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H-bonds

energy library

dictionary

Organisation of dictionary 

 
DICTIONARY  http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~alexei/dictionary.html 

 
 

 
LIBCHECK  http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~alexei/libcheck.html 

 
 



Links and Modifications 
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MODIFICATION 



Description of monomers 

In the files: 
     a/A##.cif 
 
Monomers are described by the following catagories: 
 
_chem_comp
_chem_comp_atom
_chem_comp_bond
_chem_comp_angle
_chem_comp_tor
_chem_comp_chir
_chem_comp_plane_atom

      



Monomer library (_chem_comp)

loop_  
_chem_comp.id  
_chem_comp.three_letter_code  
_chem_comp.name  
_chem_comp.group  
_chem_comp.number_atoms_all  
_chem_comp.number_atoms_nh  
_chem_comp.desc_level
  
ALA   ALA    ‘ALANINE ‘   L-peptide    10  5  .     

Level of description 
.  = COMPLETE 
M = MINIMAL 



Monomer library (_chem_comp_atom)

loop_
_chem_comp_atom.comp_id
_chem_comp_atom.atom_id
_chem_comp_atom.type_symbol
_chem_comp_atom.type_energy
_chem_comp_atom.partial_charge
 ALA      N    N    NH1      -0.204
 ALA      H    H    HNH1      0.204
 ALA      CA   C    CH1       0.058
 ALA      HA   H    HCH1      0.046
 ALA      CB   C    CH3      -0.120
 ALA      HB1  H    HCH3      0.040
 ALA      HB2  H    HCH3      0.040
 ALA      HB3  H    HCH3      0.040
 ALA      C    C    C         0.318
 ALA      O    O    O        -0.422
     



Monomer library (_chem_comp_bond)

loop_
_chem_comp_bond.comp_id
_chem_comp_bond.atom_id_1
_chem_comp_bond.atom_id_2
_chem_comp_bond.type
_chem_comp_bond.value_dist
_chem_comp_bond.value_dist_esd
 ALA      N    H       single     0.860    0.020
 ALA      N    CA      single     1.458    0.019
 ALA      CA   HA      single     0.980    0.020
 ALA      CA   CB      single     1.521    0.033
 ALA      CB   HB1     single     0.960    0.020
 ALA      CB   HB2     single     0.960    0.020
 ALA      CB   HB3     single     0.960    0.020
 ALA      CA   C       single     1.525    0.021
 ALA      C    O       double     1.231    0.020
     



Monomer library (_chem_comp_chir)

loop_  
_chem_comp_chir.comp_id  
_chem_comp_chir.id  
_chem_comp_chir.atom_id_centre  
_chem_comp_chir.atom_id_1  
_chem_comp_chir.atom_id_2  
_chem_comp_chir.atom_id_3  
_chem_comp_chir.volume_sign  
ALA  chir_01  CA  N  CB  C    negativ  

positiv,  negativ,  both,  anomer 



Current status of the dictionary 

Currently, there are about  
 
●  9000 monomers with a complete description  
●  100 modifications  
●  200 links 
  
Cis-peptides, S-S bridges, sugar-, DNA-, RNA-links 
are automatically recognized. 



What happens when you run REFMAC5? 

    You have only monomers for which there is a 
complete description 

     

   You have a monomer for which there is no description 
(or only a minimal description) 

    the program carries on and takes everything from the 
dictionary  



Minimal description or no description 
In the case you have monomer(s) in your coordinate file for which 
there is no description (or minimal description) REFMAC5 generates 
for you a complete library description (monomer.cif) and then it 
stops so you can check the result.  
 
If you are satisfied you can use monomer.cif for refinement. The 
description generated in this way is good only if your coordinates 
are good (CSD, EBI, any program that can do energy minimization).  
 
A more general approach for description generation requires the 
use of the graphical program SKETCHER from CCP4i. SKETCHER is 
a graphical interface to LIBCHECK. 
 
Alternatively, you can use the PRODRG2 server 
http://davapc1.bioch.dundee.ac.uk/programs/prodrg/prodrg.html 
 
Even better use the GRADE server (Global Phasing) 
http://grade.globalphasing.org/cgi-bin/grade/server.cgi 
 
 
   



SKETCHER 



REFMAC5 can handle complex chemistry 



0        1         2         3         4         5         6         7
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
LINK        C6  BBEN B   1                O1  BMAF S   2                BEN-MAF
LINK        OE2  GLU A  67        1.895   ZN    ZN R   5                GLU-ZN
LINK             GLY H 127                     GLY H 133                gap  
LINK             MAF S   2                     MAN S   3                BETA1-4  
SSBOND   1 CYS A  298    CYS A  298                          4555
MODRES     MAN S     3  MAN-b-D                                         RENAME

Links and Modifications in practice 

At the top of the PDB file: 





Key aspects of refinement 

•  Objective function  

•  Method of optimization 

•  Model parametrization 

•  Prior knowledge 



Refinement convergence 

•  Landscape of a refinement function is very complex 
Methods of Minimization

� Methods using no function derivatives
2 Simulated Annealing, Monte Carlo, Simplex, Metropolis

� Methods using first derivatives
2 Steepest Descent, Conjugate Gradient

� Methods using first and second derivatives
2 Full matrix, Block diagonal, Diagonal, Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient (, and Conjugate Gradient II)

Simulated Annealing

You are here

Maybe you,re here

Full Matrix Minimization

� If the function is not quadratic
2 more than one cycle is required to reach the minimum.
2 an initial guess for the parameters is required.

� The second derivative matrix is huge
2 very time consuming to calculate and invert.

� The power of convergence is great.
� The radius of convergence is very poor.
� It absolutely requires an overdetermined problem.

Approximations to Full Matrix

� Sparse Matrix
2 Only large matrix elements are used

� Block Diagonal
2 Assumes the parameters can be categorized

� Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
2 Assumes all off diagonal elements are zero, but learns the truth from 

experience

� Gradient / Curvature
2 Assumes all off diagonal elements are zero, and is pig-headed about it.

� Conjugate Gradient
2 Assumes all diagonal elements are equal, but learns from experience

� Steepest Descent
2 Assumes all diagonal elements are equal

The Minimization Continuum

Increasing radius of convergence

Increasing rate of convergence

Increasingly conservative

No
derivatives

First
derivatives

Second
derivatives

Increasing CPU time

sdsearch full matrix<--- sa ---> cg pcg

Picture stolen from Dale Tronrud 

•  Refinement programs have very small convergence radii compared to the size 
of the function profile 
-  Depending where you start, the refinement engine will bring the structure 

to one of the closest local minimum 

•  What does it mean in practice ? Let’s do the following experiment: run 100 
identical Simulate Annealing refinement jobs, each staring with different 
random seed… 



Refinement convergence 

•  As result we get an ensemble of slightly different structures having small deviations 
in atomic positions, B-factors, etc… R-factors deviate too. 



Refinement convergence 

•  Interpretation of the ensemble: 

-  The variation of the structures in the ensemble reflects: 
o  Refinement artifacts (limited convergence radius and speed) 
o  Some structural variations 

-  Spread between the refined structures is the function of resolution (lower the 
resolution – higher the spread), and the differences between initial structures 

-  Obtaining such ensemble is very useful in order to asses the degree of 
uncertainty the comes from refinement alone 

It is not uncommon to find that structures characterized by small 
differences in R statistics have essentially the same information content. 
Biology is more robust than R factors. 



Refinement target optimization methods 



Refinement target optimization methods 

Local 
minimum 

Global minimum 

Target function 
profile 

§  Gradient-driven minimization 
-  Follows the local gradient. 
-  The target function depends on many parameters – many local minima.  



Refinement target optimization methods 

Deeper local 
minimum 

Global minimum 

Target function 
profile 

§  Simulated annealing (SA)  
-  SA is an optimization method which is good at escaping local minima. 
-  Annealing is a physical process where a solid is heated until all particles are in a 

liquid phase, followed by cooling which allows the particles to move to the 
lowest energy state. 

-  Simulated annealing is the simulation of the annealing process. 

–  Increased probability of finding a better solution because motion against the 
gradient is allowed.  

–  Probability of uphill motion is determined by the temperature. 



Refinement target optimization methods 

XMIN 

Local 
minima 

Global 
minimum 

solution XMAX 
Target function 

profile 

§  Grid search (Sample parameter space within known range [XMIN, XMAX]) 
Robust but may be time inefficient for many parameter systems, and not as 
accurate as gradient-driven. Good for small number of parameters (1-3 or so), 
and impractical for larger number of parameters. 



Summary on optimization tools 

Methods of Minimization

� Methods using no function derivatives
2 Simulated Annealing, Monte Carlo, Simplex, Metropolis

� Methods using first derivatives
2 Steepest Descent, Conjugate Gradient

� Methods using first and second derivatives
2 Full matrix, Block diagonal, Diagonal, Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient (, and Conjugate Gradient II)

Simulated Annealing

You are here

Maybe you,re here

Full Matrix Minimization

� If the function is not quadratic
2 more than one cycle is required to reach the minimum.
2 an initial guess for the parameters is required.

� The second derivative matrix is huge
2 very time consuming to calculate and invert.

� The power of convergence is great.
� The radius of convergence is very poor.
� It absolutely requires an overdetermined problem.

Approximations to Full Matrix

� Sparse Matrix
2 Only large matrix elements are used

� Block Diagonal
2 Assumes the parameters can be categorized

� Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
2 Assumes all off diagonal elements are zero, but learns the truth from 

experience

� Gradient / Curvature
2 Assumes all off diagonal elements are zero, and is pig-headed about it.

� Conjugate Gradient
2 Assumes all diagonal elements are equal, but learns from experience

� Steepest Descent
2 Assumes all diagonal elements are equal

The Minimization Continuum

Increasing radius of convergence

Increasing rate of convergence

Increasingly conservative

No
derivatives

First
derivatives

Second
derivatives

Increasing CPU time

sdsearch full matrix<--- sa ---> cg pcg

Picture stolen from Dale Tronrud 



Taylor expansion of the objective function f(x) around a working xk 

Hs=-g 
H   Second-derivative matrix of f(x) 
s   Shift vector to be applied to xk 

g   Gradient of f(x)  
 
 

xk 

xk+1 

xk+2 
xB 

Macromolecules pose special problems 
Hk,gk 

Hk+1,gk+1 

Hk+2,gk+2 

sk 

sk+1 

sk+2 

Hk
-1

 

Newton’s method 



H in isotropic refinement has 4N×4N elements 
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2500 atoms → 100 000 000 elements 
 
 

 

The calculation and storage of H (H-1) is very expensive 
 

 

H in anisotropic refinement has 9N×9N elements  
 

 
2500 atoms → 506 250 000 elements 
 
 

 Direct calculation time ∝ Nel×Nrefl 

FFT methods 
[Agarwal, 1978] 
[Murshudov et al., 1997] 
[Tronrud, 1999] 
[Urzhumtsev & Lunin, 2001] 

time ∝ c1Nel + c2NrefllogNrefl 

Macromolecules 



 The magnitude of matrix elements decreases with 
the  lenghtening of the interatomic distance 
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Approximations 



g=
p
L∂
∂

Score vector 
 

 
 

Is=-g Hs=-g 
The objective function f(x) is the likelihood L 

Observed information matrix 
2
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p pT
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Fisher’s information matrix 
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Positive semidefinite 

REFMAC5 uses the scoring method of minimisation 



REFMAC5 uses the scoring method of minimisation 



•  As Fisher’s information is positive semidefinite for any 
parameter value the shift s is always downhill (if the 
matrix is non-singular) 

•  The scoring method is linearly convergent at a rate 
which depends on the relative difference between the 
observed and expected information [Smyth, 1996] 

•  In short runs the scoring method often converges 
faster than Newton’s method especially if the number 
of observations is big [Kale, 1961]  

•  Fisher’s information is easier to calculate than the 
Hessian 

Properties of the scoring method 



 
 

Integral approximation of I 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0
. nmp ,p K H trig 2 hD

i j i j i ji j resp p n m s p p n m n m p pn m
sphere

I q q W f f t t π≅ ∫
[Agarwal, 1978] 
[Dodson, 1981] 
[Templeton, 1999] 

 
 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0
nmp p K H trig 2 hD

i j i j i ji j p p n m s p p n m n m p pn m
h

I q q W f f t t π≅ ∑

I depends on atom types, ADPs, interatomic distance  

Discrete reciprocal space 

Continuous reciprocal space 



Analytical I versus integral I 



1.  Tabulation step – a limited set of integrals are 
tabulated for different elements as a function of 
Dnm and B in a convenient coordinate system 

2.  Rotation step – the matrix element in the crystal 
system is calculated from the tabulated values 
using a rotation matrix  

Two-step procedure 

Fast evaluation of I  



Use of different off-diagonal Dmax cut-off 



Use of different off-diagonal Dmax cut-off 



Use of different off-diagonal Dmax cut-off 



Use of different off-diagonal Dmax cut-off 



Key aspects of refinement 

•  Objective function  

•  Method of optimization 

•  Model parametrization 

•  Prior knowledge 



§  Model parameterization: 
-  quality of experimental data (resolution, completeness, …) 
-  quality of current model (initial with large errors, almost final, …) 
-  data-to-parameters ratio (restraints) 
-  individual vs grouped parameters 
-  knowledge based restraints/constraints (NCS, reference higher 

resolution model, etc…) 

§  Refinement target: 
-  ML target is the option of choice for macromolecules 
-  Real-space vs reciprocal space 
-  Use experimental phase information if available 

§  Optimization method: 
-  Choice depends on the size of the task, refinable parameters, desired 

convergence radius 

Refinement summary 



Typical refinement steps 

§  Input data and model processing: 

-  Read in and process PDB file 
-  Read in and process library files (for non-standard molecules, ligands) 
-  Read in and process reflection data file 
-  Check correctness of input parameters 
-  Create objects that will be reused in refinement later on (geometry restraints,…) 

§  Main refinement loop (macro-cycle; repeated several times): 

-  Bulk solvent correction, anisotropic scaling, twinning parameters estimation 
-  Update ordered solvent (water) (add or remove) 
-  Target weights calculation 
-  Refinement of coordinates (rigid body, individual) (minimization or Simulated 

Annealing) 
-  ADP refinement (TLS, group, individual isotropic or anisotropic) 
-  Occupancy refinement (individual, group, constrained) 

§  Output results:  

-   PDB file with refined model 
-   Various maps (2mFo-DFc, mFo-DFc) in various formats (CNS, MTZ) 
-   Complete statistics 
-   Structure factors 



Refinement - summary 

§  Refinement is: 

-  Process of changing model parameters to optimize a target function 

-  Various strategies are used (restraints, different model parameterizations) to 
compensate for imperfect experimental data 

§  Refinement is NOT : 

-  Getting a ‘low enough’ R-value (to satisfy supervisors or referees) 

-  Getting ‘low enough’ B-values (to satisfy supervisors or referees) 

-  Completing the sequence in the absence of density 

 


